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atmosfair profile 

 Non-profit carbon offset provider 

 CDM Gold Standard developer, now also implementing own projects  

 Focus on household based projects, specialized on efficient cook stoves in Africa 

 

Former Executive Director of the 

United Nations Environmental 

Program  (UNEP) 

Patron Prof. Dr. Klaus Töpfer 

think  go climate conscious 

 

atmosfair gGmbH 
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atmosfair CDM GS projects 

 Technologies applied: 

 Renewable energy  

 Energy efficiency  

Projects and technologies applied 

 Cameroon efficient fuel wood cook stoves 

 India cook stoves 

Kenya, biogas 

Lesotho, efficient cook stoves  

Nigeria, efficient cook stoves  

Ruanda, efficient cook stoves  

India, biogas 

India, electricity from crop residues  

India, fuel efficient irrigation pumps  

India, solar lamps 

Indonesia, composting of household waste 

Sri Lanka, small hydro power 

Bolivia, electricity from crop residues 

Honduras, small hydro power 

Nicaragua, wind power 
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Track record cook stove projects 

PoAs (atmosfair is CME) 

 Nigeria (First registered cook stove PoA in Africa)  

 Rwanda (under validation) 

CDM SSC projects 

 Nigeria (first registered and first issued cook stove CDM) 

 Lesotho (requesting registration) 

 

Gold Standard Microscale projects in Cameroon and India 

Currently PoA-DD consultant for the World Food Program Ethiopia on Mirt stoves 

 

PoAs and cook stove CDM projects 
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Nigeria - Improved cook stoves PoA 

 

Current partners DARE (Nigerian NGO, involved also in SSC project), BI Alliance (Nigerian small company)  

Target group 100,000 households across Nigeria (>10,000 stoves already distributed under current SSC CDM) 

Technology       SAVE80, savings up to 80%, also other models (e.g. Envirofit) 

CO2 reduction approx. 2.5 t CO2 per year and stove 

Local benefits less spending for firewood, avoidance of smoke emission and deforestation 
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Challenges and possible solutions 

(Most challenges apply to both household-based SSC projects and PoAs) 

Technical challenges 

 Technology must be proven and ready for mass production and distribution 
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Challenges and possible solutions 

(Most challenges apply to both household-based SSC projects and PoAs) 

Technical challenges 

 Technology must be proven and ready for mass production and distribution 

 

Finance challenges 

 High transaction costs 

 Low CER prices 

 Success-based funding where typically grant-funding is used 

Approach: Upfront funding from an investor (or atmosfair) who takes the risk 
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Challenges and possible solutions 

(Most challenges apply to both household-based SSC projects and PoAs) 

Technical challenges 

 Technology must be proven and ready for mass production and distribution 

 

Finance challenges 

 High transaction costs 

 Low CER prices 

 Success-based funding where typically grant-funding is used 

Approach: Upfront funding from an investor (or atmosfair) who takes the risk 

 

Mismatch CDM bureaucracy <> LDC reality 

 Sampling, baseline surveys (100s of households randomly chosen, remote areas, dozens of languages…)  

 CDM tasks occupy much of local partner's time 

 CDM is slow – keeps local partners waiting 

 DOEs less experienced in LDCs 

Approach: Keep cool, be pragmatic, avoid baseline surveys, transform CDM requirements into rules for local implementation 
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Monitoring challenges 

 Each stoves with unique ID in centralized database 

 Randomized surveys on stove usage (issue: kitchen is a private place)  

 Scientific Water Boiling Test in user’s households 

Approach:  

 - Simplify and Standardize 

 - Constant spot checks and training 

Challenges and possible solutions 
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Monitoring challenges 

 Each stoves with unique ID in centralized database 

 Randomized surveys on stove usage (issue: kitchen is a private place)  

 Scientific Water Boiling Test in user’s households 

Approach:  

 - Simplify and Standardize 

 - Constant spot checks and training 

Challenges and possible solutions 

Specific challenges for a CME in PoAs 

 CPA inclusion (possibly for third parties using the PoA as a framework) 

 Liability for possible erroneous issuances (should be the DOE, but they do not accept it)  

 Multinational PoAs: Coordinate with all DNAs  

 All more complex, higher cost 
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CME - atmosfair 

gets CER share 

 

UNFCCC, DOE 

 

CER rights 

CERs, 

risk 

Funding 

Distributor 

keeps sales margin, 

incentives 

Payment 

Technology 

Subsidized stoves, 

training, incentives 

Cookstove supplier  

sells stoves 

Investor  

gets CER share 

Cookstove User  

gets subsidized stove 
Subsidized stoves, 

Guarantee 

data on sales and 

monitoring 

User data 

Set-Up Nigeria PoA 

Quality 

control, spot 

checks 
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Monitoring 

Standardize and Simplify: 

 Water Boiling Test toolkit standardized for all distributors 

javascript:popupWindow('http://www.digitalwaagen-shop.de/xtcommerce/popup_image.php?pID=257&imgID=0&XTCsid=8382cf6bc304568395541bee6c65b5cd')
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Monitoring 

Standardize and Simplify: 

 simplified instructions 
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Monitoring 

Standardize and Simplify: 

 Online data transfer to CME central database 
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Conclusions – lessons learned 

 

 CME should coordinate und understand even details, not outsource too much  

 Keep close contact with all levels, including end users 

 Keep risk related to upfront funding and CDM away from local partners 

 Monitoring is crucial, try to standardize as much as possible 

 Make sure that all stakeholders have vital interest in successful implementation and monitoring 

 Excellent local partners needed 
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Tel: +49 (0)30 62 73 550 – 0 

Mail: info@atmosfair.de 

 

www.atmosfair.org 

 

 

Tel: +49 (0)30 62 73 550 – 16 

Mail: mueller@atmosfair.de 

 

 

Zossener Straße 55-58 

10961 Berlin 

 

Thanks for your attention!! 

www.atmosfair.org 


